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the three had aims that were fundamentally antagonistic. The
" Eastern Question," which had raised such difficulties over
Greek Independence in the 'twenties (§ 96), and had caused
the Crimean War during the 'fifties (§ 129), now led during the
'seventies to a third crisis ; and this time it was complicated both
by a nationalist movement in Russia and by a new turn in the
foreign policy of Austria.
The Czar Alexander II (1855-1881), though as determined
as his predecessor Nicholas to maintain his autocratic power,
was aware that in social and political life his people were a
century behind western Europe. He abolished serfdom and
established village councils (zemstvos) for local affairs (N69).
Moreover, even a despot is not altogether independent of
public opinion, and among the aristocratic and official classes
who formed his entourage patriotism was becoming a ruling
passion. The humiliations of the Crimean War made them
long for some balm for wounded national pride ; and the recent
" getting together " of the Italian and German races had caused
this feeling to take the form of pan-slavism, which aimed at
bringing the Slavonic peoples of the Balkans into closer union
with their Russian cousins. Missionaries of the movement
were at work in Serbia, Bulgaria, Greece and Montenegro,
stimulating racial consciousness in much the same way as the
Hetairia Philike had worked among the Greeks fifty years
earlier (§ 96). And mingled with this Pan-Slavism was the old
ambition of the Romanoffs—seldom mentioned, sometimes
denied, but always haunting them—to dominate the eastern
Mediterranean and get hold of Constantinople. That city was
not only ideally situated to be the capital of an Empire which
now stretched from the Baltic to the Pacific; it would be a
warm-water port which ships could use at all seasons of the
year. The Czar had taken a preliminary step in this direction
by repudiating the neutrality of the Black Sea (N&5).
But these impulses inevitably bi ought Russia into conflict
with Austria. Millions of Hapsburg subjects were of Serbian
race, and the Pan-Slav movement made these Austrian Serbs

